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Abstract
Using Python and the Neuroscience Gateway (NSG) Portal, we were able to efficiently run neuron simulations on 50+ models
hosted on ModelDB and the Neuroscience Information Framework (NIF) as well as analyze the outputs of these simulations to
verify the integrity of these models. With frequent updates and patches being implemented on the Trestles cluster, periodically
checking whether the functionality of the existing 887 models remains is required. After compiling our simulation data, we began
to see that many of the models launch various Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and plotting programs (Fig 1) that are not
compatible with the Trestles Cluster. Twelve of the models that we tested successfully produced readable and savable outputs.

Introduction:
The goals of this project were to devise a way to
provide feedback for ModelDB regarding the
integrity of the models that are currently hosted,
isolate models that work “as is” on Trestles, and
make the necessary code fixes to those that
don’t work “as is”.
• What is the NSG Portal?
The NSG Portal is a web tool that allows anyone
around the world to easily set the parameters of
and run neuronal simulations on Trestles.
• What is ModelDB?
ModelDB is a database of computational neuron
simulations that is included in NIF’s corpus of
neuroscience data.
• What is the NEURON Software Package?
The Neuron software package allows users to
build or code their own neuron models and to
run neuron simulations.
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Story
Our python automation scripts were able to:
1. Scrape the NIF Integrated Models page and the ModelDB page for download links to
neuron model zip files.
2. Upload all the model files from a certain directory into the NSG Portal.
3. Create a task for each file with user specified parameters such as runtime, number of
nodes, cores, and main input file.
4. Parse existing CSV files containing default parameters for each job.
5. Run the jobs through the portal.
6. Download the output files from the portal for manual analysis.
We compared our outputs with NIF specified outputs. 80% of the models produced
no new files or contained errors in the code. We edited the codes for the model
authored by Alle et al (2009) to take the changing variable, usually voltage, and
produced a new file with the newly made data. We then proceeded to use a software
called VPython to visualize the data on a graph. Conclusion: Many models launched the
NEURON GUI and produced graphical outputs not compatible with Trestles, rather
than desired file outputs.

To the NSG Portal we added:
• Automatic Account Creation
System
• User Feedback Form
• Improved FAQ and Help Pages
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Summary and Future Work:
Our work represents the first step in completely formatting and parallelizing all the models on ModelDB to work with
Trestles. Corpuses like NIF and ModelDB and similar neuronal databases on Yale University’s SenseLab are valuable to
computational neuroscientists, but without compatibility with supercomputers like Trestles, these models are limited in
their potential. In the future, with thorough recordkeeping of simulation outputs, we can systematically edit the code of
each model on ModelDB for supercomputer compatibility, thus allowing neuroscientists complete access to large scale
computing resources.

